MANUFACTURER’S FEATURE

C.Scope’s Legendary CS1220
hat with all the publicity
surrounding C.Scope’s
CS1220R recently, detectorists are starting to look
at C.Scope in a new light.
C.Scope is the British metal detector which
has been there ever since the early days of
the hobby, more than 25 years ago. So
many treasure hunters started out with a
C.Scope, and a lot of those people are still
using their C.Scope, a tribute to the performance and long life of these exellent
machines. What is more, these long time
C.Scope users have acquired a lot of
detecting experience, are seriously good at
using their machines, and they are the
ones finding treasure these days!

that the ground setting point can be
adjusted and the machine can operate
to its full potential. The intelligent
CS1220R remembers your settings. In
‘G’ mode the detector operates at
maximum power without any discrimination capability. Press the ‘D’ button
and the discriminate symbol is displayed. Now the right hand knob controls the discrimination point, ie. the
point on the scale above which certain
types of metal will give an increasing
tone (likely to be valuable) while below
this point other types of metal will give
a decreasing tone (likely to be rubbish).
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There are also people who have been
swayed away from C.Scope by all sorts of
outrageous advertising from our competitors. Advertising which would have you
believe that you need to spend £1000 on
a metal detector! Advertising which seems
to suggest that it is the metal detector
which finds the treasure! C.Scope would
like to tell you something which regularly
successful detectorists have known all
along.... It is you, your experience, and
the way you use your detector which
gets results! Of course you need a top
class detector, one that you can get along
with, and the C.Scope CS1220R gives you
just that.....at a very sensible price.
All C.Scopes are top technology, designed
for you, from our experience which goes
right back to the beginning. The CS1220R is
our latest detector, a machine totally
matched to the detecting technique of the
user. What is it that makes the CS1220R
unique in the world of detectors? Why do so
many detectorists prefer the 1220 concept,
even against detectors two and three times
the price?
Every metal detector has controls and
these are bound to be the same, controlling sensitivity, discrimination and ground
rejection. The CS1220R is unique in the
way it gives you three very different
ways of working the detector controls. Ways which have been developed
over the years talking with skilled detector
users about the precise way they like to
use their machines.
The CS1220R is 2 detectors in one with
some really well thought out ways of
working between the 2 channels.
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SET-UP Mode gives you instant computer
control of tuning, sensitivity and volume.
METER + AUDIO Mode. The ground
symbol will be displayed on the left side of
the screen. This means that the ground
setting on the machine should be adjusted
to suit the soil type in the area of search.
In this mode the 1220R gives low tones
and a meter swing to the left on bad targets, and high tones with a meter swing to
the right on probable good targets. Wide
band audio discrimination gives the user
tremendous confidence that the machine is
working to its optimum. Every signal can
be noted and analysed by its sound before
deciding whether to dig or
move on to the next signal.

With the CS1220R you get three computer controlled search modes
representing the combined experience of a
quarter of a century’s worth of successful
detecting. That’s what makes the CS1220R
a bargain at any price. It’s a detector
which works with you and for you and
that’s why the CS1220R is the best metal
detector you can buy.
More on the CS1220R and the whole
price range of C.Scope detectors is
available from C.Scope International
Ltd. Tel: 01233 629181.
E.mail: info@cscope.co.uk
Web: www.cscope.co.uk

Meter Mode. The ground
point can be readjusted at any
time during the search with
the right hand rotary control.
This may be necessary for
example when moving from
wet to dry ground, or clay to
sandy soil. The actual ground
setting chosen is displayed as a
number between 1 and 99 so
that you can note the best
ground point for future reference on that particular site. In
this mode the audio side of
the machine probes deep and
gives a positive signal on all
targets. The meter swings to
the left on small iron based
rubbish, and to the right on
everything else.
G/D Mode. When the ‘G’ push
button is pressed, the ground
symbol is displayed on the left
side of the screen. This means
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